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App Development

Demonstration Video (Animation)

Voice over script
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Best voice bot: [en-US]-S (Last one)
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Save every entry as a mp3 file - name with order

01

Welcome to PLANET SHOP

02

Planet Shop is a digital solution for businesses to simulate their business in a
3d gamelike environment in order to sell their products to consumers with
real-life transactions.

03

This is how Planet Shop works.

04

Retailers can download the Planet Shop app on their mobile phones or
desktop devices.

05

Then, they can start laying out their shop and set its size & dimensions.

06

Next, they can decorate their shop as they wish by placing shelves in it.

07

They can add in their products and stocks, which will represent their real-life
stocks in their virtual shop.

08

When everything is ready! They can launch their shop and officially open it to
the public.

09

The shop will bring a digital environment to real-life users who are using the
planet shop app on their mobile phones or their computers.

10

Like in real-world shopping, users can walk around the shop, check out all the
items and order them in real-time.

11

How can users drop in a shop and do shopping? The answer is very simple!

12

Users can download the Planet Shop app. Search for shops on the map or by
searching the shop name or its category.

13

Once they find the shop they are looking for, they can enter it just by a tap on
the screen.

14

Users can browse the shop, check out any available items in the shop by
tapping on them to see the details of that item.

15

They can pick up any item and add it to their cart.

16

Users in the shop can also communicate with each other if they would like to
and have a little chat.

17

Every shop is equipped with a modern drone assistant which can help
consumers with things related to real-life shopping experience.

18

The drone will show the users the content of their cart, can help them with
checking out and also even can connect them to the shop owner or assistants
for any help.

19

It will provide users a live chat screen where they can ask for any help by
people from the shop.

20

When the user is done with the shopping.

21

The drone will pack their items and provide them their bills.

22

Planet Shop also features the rewards gamification, where the users can get
points every time they shop and can redeem the collected points for discounts
or additional freebie items.

23

Once the user has placed its order, they are required to select a delivery
method.

24

These methods include self-collection, surface delivery and aerial delivery
which could be done by delivery drones.

25

Users are able to schedule and track their delivery to see when it will arrive.

26

As a digital solution for retailers and shoppers.

27

Planet-Shop would be able to keep businesses up & running during and after
crises like COVID19 pandemic.

28

It can provide a safe and contactless platform with real-life shopping
experience using a game simulation engine

29

Planet shop would also be able to engage their users together on its platform
to share their shopping and any other relevant experience with each other.

30

It also will help to save energy and time at both ends.

31

Thanks for watching.

32

Be safe and help shoppers to stay safe!
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Prototype
● Web App
- Retail shop set up (Create shop, add products etc)
- Consumer Account (Create character, set wallet etc)
- Order progress
- Order tracking (google map etc)
- Delivery (Surface / drone) / Self-pickup
- Refund and other features
- Gamification (rewards, points etc)
● Video Clip
- Intro - Introduction of the idea and its objective
- Functionality (Owner/consumer mode)
- Retail setup / Order process
- Closing

Storyboard (Schah)

Storyboard (Thuhoo)

App Structure, Sitemap and Flow
Retailer
●
●
●
●
●

Set up / manage retail shop
Data entry the stocks
Manage orders
Chat / Help consumers
Trigger / track delivery

Consumer
●
●
●
●
●

Create / manage account
Do shopping
Place orders
Chat with owner / shop assistants
Manage / redeem rewards

UI Main Menu
● My Shop
● Orders
● Chat
● Stocks
● Account

UI Main Menu
● Shop
● Orders
● Chat
● Rewards
● Account

MY SHOP
Shop lay out and settings
- Shop layout
- Size & dimensions
- Bots settings

SHOP
Look up for shops
- Search
- Map (location)
- Browse the shop
- Cart / Basket
- Chat
- Interaction with owner/assistants/other
users
- Ratings / Reviews

ORDERS
Orders placed by consumers
- Check out for delivery/self-collection
- Review / track order
CHAT
Assistance chat with consumers
STOCKS
Stocks in storage room
- Database entry
- Images & pics
ACCOUNT
Account management for the shop
- Owner profile
- Ratings / Reviews
-

ORDERS
User’s orders
- Current Cart
- Order status
- Order history
CHAT
Chats and conversation
- Shop owners
- other consumers
REWARDS
Rewards / gamification points
- View status
- Redeem
ACCOUNT
Account management of user
- User profile / Avatar / Address etc

- Ratings / Reviews
App Fidelity

Logo Design

Concept Sketches

26-31 Mar 2021
Target Audience
●
●
●
●

Male & female
Age group: 20 - 45
Retailers / Online shoppers
Retailers whose business affected by COVID19 pandemic / People prefer to stay
safe from pandemic

Design
● Branding
- Logo
- Art style
● Retail Store (Isometric)
- Store area
- Storage room area
- Shelves
- Products (packs, boxes, fruits/veggies, fridge, counter/gate, assistant bot etc)
- Trolley / Baskets
- Shelves zoom-in (products details)
● Characters/Avatars
- Male, Female (Young / mature)
- Different face types
- Different skin tones
- Different clothes
● Product Details View
- Product samples (360 rotational images)
● UI / UX
- Interface for mobile / app
- Check out / cart pages
- Tracking order - Map view
- Rewards screen
- Icons, buttons and menus
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Research
1.0 Problem Statement (Thuhoo)
Physical retail shopping industry has slowed down due to the rise of Covid19 positive cases
among shoppers and employees. Following the hold back, MCO has been implemented which
affects the sales of shops to drop causing businesses a financial loss (Management Events,
2020).
1.1 Reasons For Customers Absence in Physical Retail Stores:
There are many explanations shoppers are not able to be part of the buying experience of retail
stores during Covid. Firstly, with a pandemic being effective, travel restrictions are imposed in
states. This means that the customer might not be able to travel more than 10km (6 miles) from
their homes and the number of shoppers allowed in a car is limited to 2 (Grab, 2021).
Furthermore, mandatory curfews are implemented during the MCO replacing the usual
businesses hours. Most retail shops are open from morning 6am – 8pm during this period
(Jerrica, 2021). Additionally, people avoid retail shops to prevent the unsuspecting invitation of
the virus to their homes. This is a risk for the health of the people living in that household.
Following that, walking into retail stores shoppers must always be mindful of the distance they
maintain with other people. Social distancing is the key to try to flatten the curve. For this
motive, they might be hesitant to come into the retail shops as well.
1.2 Reasons Retailers should opt for Virtual Stores:
During lockdowns it is mandatory to close down retail shops except groceries and this is
inconvenient for the shoppers. Moreover, employees of the shop should follow strict rules of
social distancing and sanitation of the products. This can also be a hassle as shoppers and
employees are mixed.
Additionally, if one of the shoppers is positive for a covid case, it is an inconvenience for the
whole store as they would have to go through a thorough sanitation and contact tracing process
(Farah Solhi, 2020). Further delaying other tasks that are necessary to complete in running a
store.

The positive case also puts other shoppers in the store at risk by exposing them to it (Farah
Solhi, 2020). The virus is very complex and invisible which makes it very hard to predict where
exactly it is hiding. Not only that but also, it’s symptoms habitually take 2-14 days to show which
makes it a very difficult task to find where exactly the victim of the virus was caught in its web
(Alex Bell , 2020). Despite being able to go to the physical retail shop, shoppers may be
discouraged from coming into the store due to the various restrictions and rules they have to
follow.
Besides that, to make the consumers buying process more safe and encouraging it is always
smart to adapt the new technologies that the fast moving markets are implying (Durbin, 2020).
This will also help to keep the financial status of the store in check despite not having a physical
store. Adapting the store onto a virtual platform is a way to prevent risking the employees and
the customers health to the Covid19. Change is inevitable. It is solely up to the retail stores to
adapt to the new lifestyle we are required to undergo.

2.0 Proposed Solution (Schah)
Virtual Retail / Shopping Simulator App
The idea features a fully digital retail shop simulator with real-life shopping experience including
real money transactions and items ordering. It also features semi-robotic shipping for safe, swift
and eco-friendly delivery using drones.
This idea will help to improve safety during COVID19 pandemic (Lux Magazine) while helping
businesses to operate and make money even during and after lockdown times.
This feature will allow retailers to set up their shops in a virtual world to represent their real world
shop in a digital format in order to simulate the shopping experience similar to a role-playing
video game but with real-life interactions and transactions.
The simulated shop which is set up by a business owner, is basically connected to a physical
shop’s back-end database to synchronize the stock and to perform the transactions from
consumers and the shop operators.
To enter the virtual shop, consumers are required to download the shop app or go to the web
version of the shop. They either can create their avatar or enter anonymously to the shop creating an avatar will help them to have a better shopping experience.
Like in the real world, customers can interact with shop assistants and even with other
customers in the shop if they're interested. They will be able to zoom in to the items and see a
real life 3d-scanned image of that item. They will be also able to try the product on the
avatar/virtual character that they created on the app - For instance, by creating the virtual
characters’ physical features similar to the use, they will be able to know whether the shoes they
are looking to purchase can fit their feet (in a footwear retail).

At the check out, consumers are required to pay for their purchases using real money or the
e-wallet. The app also could have some gamification features to improve the shopping and
selling performance on both sides of the business (Scott, T) - For instance, giving extra points to
consumers for each purchase where consumers could redeem their points for some free items.
In the end, the consumer will also get the option to choose their collection/delivery methods.
They can choose a physical collection if they would like to do so. They can also ask for surface
or drone shipping. The shipping can be also tracked in the app using services such as Google
Maps.

To do list
● Research
- Problem Statement / Why (Pandemic - Safety/Health - Economic Recovery) THUHOO
- Proposed Solution / How (Creating a virtual retail shop, using digital technology)
- SCHAH
- Support the solution (Facts, technologies, abilities that can be used) - Personal
Reflection
● Marketing Strategy
- TA (20 - 50) male & female
● Sketch design idea

Video
● Intro
● Video
● Closing
● 3-5mins

ART DIRECTION & STYLES

BRANDING
Suggested Names
● OnShop
● ShopOn
● Planet Shop - planet.shop
● Shopperia
● ShopIO
● Shop01

IDEA DEVELOPMENT
Key Features
● Real-life retail with no human contact
● Virtual Retail / Simulator App (Game-app) retail setup with real time shopping feature
● Automated/robotic packaging for collections
● Drone shipping delivery
The idea features two types of retail methods including humanless/contactless semi-digital retail
for physical/real life retail business and fully digital retail simulator with real-life transactions and
ordering. It also features semi-robotic shipping for safe, swift and eco-friendly delivery using
drones.

Physical Contactless Retail
The physical retail is a contactless/humanless retail shop where it gives you the option to
check, browse and order your items with a fully digital system and without touching your
products physically in the shop.
By entering such a retail shop, you can use your mobile device to scan the product sample to
get the full product details and place your order all on screen. Even assistance can be
requested during your shopping which can be done either physically or digitally on the screen
as per customer’s wish.
To check out, customers can check out their items on their mobile phone and choose and
their purchases will be prepared in sanitised bags and sent to them on belts at the check out

doors. They will also get the option to choose whether they want their purchases to be sent to
their locations by drones.

Virtual Retail / Shopping Simulator App
This feature will allow retailers to set up their shops in a virtual world to represent their real
world shop in digital format. This feature simulates the shopping experience similar to playing
video-games but with real life interactions and transactions during shopping.
The simulated shop is connected to the physical shop database to synchronize the stock and
to perform the transactions (including ordering, shipping and even support/assistance).
Like in the real world, customers can interact with shop assistants and even with other
customers in the shop if they're interested.
For a better shopping experience, customers will be able to zoom in to the items and see a
real life 3d-scanned photo of the item. They will be also able to try the product on the

avatar/virtual character that they created on the app - For instance, by creating the virtual
characters’ physical features similar to the use, they will be able to know whether the shoes
they are looking to purchase can fit their feet (in a footwear retail).

Colour Scheme
Products
- Milk
- Fruit

IDEAS
●
●
●
●

More ideas
Choose one idea
Choose the retail category (Supermarket / Footwear)
Do research

●

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/21/amazons-first-automated-store-open
s-to-public-on-monday
https://airentertainment.biz/king-of-retail-preview-early-access/
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-04592-9_31
https://unctad.org/news/covid-19-has-changed-online-shopping-forever-survey-shows
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/15/coronavirus-pandemic-has-pushed-shoppers-to-e-co
mmerce-sites.html

●
●
●
●
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IDEAS
1. Contactless retail
○ Digitally order the items in the shop (using phone/scan)
○ Collect the items at check out as a pack or order for delivery (drone)
○ Use of AR features to give details about items/retail
○ Virtual retail - a game app that allows you browse through retail & order
2. QUE LESS CHECKOUT
On the spot payment where you once you add it to your physical grocery cart, it is
charged. Sensors on the grocery cart allows it to distinguish the items in the cart. This
will allow the customers to checkout items with the cart itself. Once your shopping is
done, just pay with your card through the contactless payment method installed in the
physical cart. This allows free up long queues to make the store less crowded and
ultimately safer for those shopping in-store during the pandemic.
To keep it thief proof, you are asked to exit through doors which recognizes the items
you have and do a final review of your bill and send it to your app.

3. Shop at the Door
A shop where you can do all the shopping at the doorstep. More like a store vending
machine. How it works: Scan the QR code when you get to the door. You have a
personalized Order number and a cart in your mobile.
Add and remove your groceries from the cart to your desire. Once your shopping list is
done, your items come in bags to you through a baggage rolling service with your order
number. No cash counters, or registers. Once you scan the code at the door, you are
automatically charged to your card. Just pick and move

QUE LESS CHECKOUT
On the spot payment where you once you add it to your physical grocery cart, it is charged.
Sensors on the grocery cart allows it to distinguish the items in the cart. This will allow the
customers to checkout items with the cart itself. Once your shopping is done, just pay with your
card through the contactless payment method installed in the physical cart. This allows free up
long queues to make the store less crowded and ultimately safer for those shopping in-store
during the pandemic.
To keep it thief proof, you are asked to exit through doors which recognizes the items you have
and do a final review of your bill and send it to your app.

Brainstorming
COVID19
Virus
Lockdown / MCO
Online / virtual order
Physical / social distance
Restriction
Digital retailing
Contactless / Humanless
Restriction
Bot / Robot / Drone
AR / VR
Vaccine
Temperature scanner
Safety
Health
Cashless
Queueless
Digital
Retail Shopping
Social Distance
Cart
Shopping
Virtual shopping
Grocery
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